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A
Abstract:
A Mobile
M
Ad hoc Network
N
(MANE
NET) is a type of temporary co
omputer-to-com
mputer connecttion. In Ad hocc mode, you can
n set

upp a wireless coonnection direcctly to another computer
c
withoout having to connect
c
a wirelless access poin
nt or router. Ad hoc networkss are
usseful when you
u need to sharee files or other data
d
directly wiith another com
mputer but don
n't have access to a wireless neetwork. Mobilee Adhooc wireless nettworks holds the promise of th
he future, with the capability establish
e
netwoorks at anytimee, anywhere. Th
he Efficient rou
uting
prrotocols can provide
p
significcant benefits too Mobile Ad hoc
h Networks, in terms of booth performan
nce and reliabiility. Many rou
uting
prrotocols for succh networks haave been propoosed so far. Among the most popular
p
ones arre Ad hoc On-ddemand Distan
nce Vector (AOD
DV),
D
Dynamic
Sourcee Routing Prottocol (DSR) and Destination-S
Sequenced Disstance-Vector Routing
R
protocol (DSDV). Th
his paper presen
nts a
reesearch on impplementation an
nd comparison of wireless rou
uting protocols AODV, DSR and
a DSDV baseed on metrics such
s
as through
hput,
paacket delivery ratio
r
and averaage end-to-end delay by using the NS-2 simu
ulator.

K
Keywords:
MA
ANET, Throughhput, Packet Deelivery Ratio, End-to-End
E
delaay.

1. Introducction
The Mobile Ad
T
A hoc Netwoorks (MANET
T) or infrastrructure
leess networks is
i a collectionn of mobile noodes which foorms a
teemporary neetwork withhout the aiid of centrralized
addministration or standarrd support devices reggularly
avvailable uncconventional networks. Mobile Add hoc
N
Networks
are wireless netw
works which do not requirre any
innfrastructure support
s
for trransferring daata packet beetween
tw
wo nodes. In these
t
Networkks, nodes worrk as a router and it
iss the route packet for otherr nodes. Nodees are free to move,
inndependent off each other, topology of such
s
networkss keep
onn changing dynamically which makkes routing much
diifficult. Thereefore routing is one of the most concernn areas
inn these netwoorks. Normall routing protocol which works
w in fixed networks
well
n
doess not show saame performaance in
M
Mobile
Ad hoc
h
Networkks. In these networks routing
r
prrotocols shouuld be more dynamic so that they quickly
q
reespond to topological channges. There is a lot of workk done
onn evaluating performancees of variouss MANET routing
r
prrotocols AOD
DV, DSR and DSDV basedd on metrics suuch as
T
Throughput,
Paacket Deliveryy Ratio and End-to-End
E
deelay by
using the NS-22 simulator. Our
O study has shown that reeactive
prrotocols perfform better than proactivve. The DSR
R has
peerformed bettter than AODV
V in terms off Delivery Rattio and
R
Routing
Overlooad while AO
ODV performeed better in terrms of
A
Average
Delayy. The rest of this papeer is organizzed as
foollows. We can briefly describe the rouuting protocols that
w evaluate. We
we
W discuss thee most importaant previous studies
s
onn the subjecct and explaain our workk and presennt the
Simulation envvironment.
g protocols in
n MANETs
1..1 Classificatiion of routing
Itt can be donne in many ways, but most of them
m are
deepending onn routing strrategy and network struucture.
Paper ID: 020131542

Acccording to thee routing strattegy, the routting protocols can
be categorized
c
ass proactive annd reactive rou
uting protocolls as
shown Figure 1 while depending on the network
n
struccture
y are classifieed as Flat, Hiierarchical an
nd Position Based
they
routting. Both thhe Proactive and Reactivee protocols come
und
der the flat rouuting.

Figure 1: Claassification off MANET rou
uting protocolss

2. MANET Routing
R
Prrotocols
2.1 Flat Routingg Protocols
t
In this routingg protocol ccan be classsified into two
cateegories:
 Proactive
P
Routting Protocolss
 Reactive
R
Routiing Protocols
2.1..1 Proactive Routing
R
Prottocols
A proactive
p
routting protocol is also called
d “Table-Drivven”
routting protocoll. By using a proactive routing protoocol,
nod
des in a Mobile Ad hoc N
Network contiinuously evalluate
routtes to all reeachable noddes and attem
mpt to mainntain
con
nsistent, up-too-date routinng informatio
on. Thereforee, a
sou
urce node can get routing paath immediateely if it needs one.
Wh
hen a network topology chaange occurs, respective
r
upddates
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must be propagated throughout the network to notify the
change. So if a network topology changes in MANETs, the
control overhead to maintain up-to-date network topology
information is relatively high. Wireless Routing Protocol
(WRP), the Destination Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV)
and the Fisheye State Routing (FSR) are examples for
proactive routing protocols.
2.1.2 Reactive Routing Protocol
Reactive routing protocols for Mobile Ad hoc Networks are
also called “On-Demand” routing protocols. In a reactive
routing protocol, routing paths are searched only when
needed. When a source node wants to send packets to the
destination when route is not available, it initiates a route
discovery operation. In the route discovery operation, the
source broadcasts Route Request (RREQ) packet. When the
destination or a node that has a route to the destination
receives the RREQ packet, a Route Reply (RREP) packet is
created and forwarded back to the source. Each node usually
uses hello messages to notify its existence to its neighbours.
Therefore, the link status to the next hop in an active route
can be monitored. When a node discovers a link
disconnection, it broadcasts a Route Error (RERR) packet to
its neighbours, which in turn propagates the RERR packet
towards nodes whose routes may be affected by the
disconnected link. Then, the affected source can re-initiate a
route discovery operation if the route is still needed.
Compared to the proactive routing protocols, less control
overhead is a distinct advantage of the reactive routing
protocols. Thus, reactive routing protocols have better
scalability than proactive routing protocols. However, when
using reactive routing protocols, source nodes may suffer
from long delays for route searching before they can forward
data packets. Hence these protocols are not suitable for real –
time applications. The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and
Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) are
examples for reactive routing protocols.
2.2 Hierarchical Routing Protocols
Typically, when wireless network size increase (beyond
certain thresholds), current “Flat” routing schemes become
infeasible because of link and processing overhead. One way
to solve this problem and to produce scalable and efficient
solutions is hierarchical routing. Wireless hierarchical
routing is based on the idea of organizing nodes in groups
and then assigning nodes different functionalities inside and
outside of a group. The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP), Zone
based Hierarchical Link State Routing Protocol (ZHLSRP)
and Hybrid Ad hoc Routing Protocol (HARP) are examples
for hybrid routing protocols.
2.3 Position Based Routing Protocols
The advances in the development of Global Positioning
System (GPS) nowadays make it possible to provide location
information with a precision in the order of a few meters. It
can also provide universal timing, while location information
can be used for directional routing in distributed Ad hoc
systems, the universal clock can provide global
synchronizing among GPS equipped nodes. In position based
Paper ID: 020131542

routing protocols, instead of using routing tables and
network addresses, the routing decisions are on the basis of
the current position of the source and the destination nodes.
Location Aided Routing (LAR) and Distance Routing Effect
Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) are typical position based
routing protocols proposed for Mobile Ad hoc Networks.
According to several experimental works, routing schemes
that use positional information scale well.
In the routing protocols, the robustness of the route is
generally not involved as a requirement for its selection.
Consequently, route breakups will frequently occur induced
by nodal mobility or nodal link failures as well as by
fluctuations in the communications transport quality
experienced across the network’s communications links. The
later are caused by signal interferences, fading and multi path
phenomena and other causes producing ambient and
environmental noise and signal interference processes. On
the other hand, route breakups lead the frequent operation of
rebuilding routes that consume lots of the network resources
and the energy of nodes.

3. Wireless Ad Hoc Routing Protocols
In this section we briefly describe the protocols that we
investigate. A detailed discussion and comparison of most
popular Wireless Ad hoc routing algorithms is available in.
3.1 AODV Protocol
AODV is an improvement of DSDV protocol described
below. It reduces number of broadcast by creating routes on
demand basis, as against DSDV that maintains mutes to each
known destination. When source requires sending data to a
destination and if route to that destination is not known then it
initiates route of discovery. AODV allows nodes to respond to
link breakages and changes in network topology in a timely
manner. Routes, which are not in use for long time, are
deleted from the table. Also AODV uses Destination
Sequence Numbers to avoid loop formation and Count to
Infinity Problem.
An important feature of AODV is the maintenance of timer
based states in each node, regarding utilization of individual
routing table entries. A routing table entry is expired if not
used recently. A set of predecessor nodes is maintained for
each routing table entry, indicating the set of neighboring
nodes which use that entry to route data packets. These nodes
are notified with RERR (Request Error) packets when the
next-hop link breaks. Each predecessor node, in turn,
forwards the RERR (Request Error) to its own set of
predecessors, thus effectively erasing all routes using the
broken link. Route Error propagation in AODV can be
visualized conceptually as a tree whose root is the node at the
point of failure and all sources using the failed link as the
leaves.
3.2 DSR Protocol
The DSR is a simple and efficient routing protocol designed
specifically for use in multi-hop Wireless Ad hoc Networks
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of mobile nodes. DSR allows the network to be completely
self-organizing and self-configuring, without the need for
any existing network infrastructure or administration. The
protocol is composed of the two main mechanisms of “Route
Discovery” and “Route Maintenance”, which work together
to allow nodes to discover and maintain routes to arbitrary
destinations in the Ad hoc Network All aspects of the
protocol operate entirely on DSR protocol include easily
guaranteed Loop-Free Routing, operation in networks
containing unidirectional links, use of only “soft state” in
routing, and very rapid recovery when routes in the network
change. In DSR, Route Discovery and Route Maintenance
each operate entirely “On Demand”. Unlike other protocols,
DSR requires no periodic packets of any kind at any layer
within the network. For example, DSR does not use any
periodic routing advertisement, link status sensing, or
neighbor detection packets, and does not rely on these
functions from any underlying protocols in the network. This
entirely on demand behavior and lack of periodic activity
allows the number of overhead packets caused by DSR to
scale all the way down to zero, when all nodes are
approximately stationary with respect to each other and all
routes needed for current communication have already been
discovered.
The sender of a packet selects and controls the route used for
its own packets, which together with support for multiple
routes also allows features such as load balancing to be
defined. In addition, all routes used are easily guaranteed to
be loop-free, since the sender can avoid duplicate hops in the
routes selected. The operation of both Route Discovery and
Route Maintenance in DSR are designed to allow
unidirectional links and asymmetric routes to be supported.
3.3 DSDV Protocol
The DSDV described is a table-driven proactive protocol,
based on the classical Bellman-Ford Routing Mechanism.
The basic improvements made include freedom from loops
in routing tables, more dynamic and less convergence time.
Every node in the MANET maintains a routing table which
contains list of all known destination nodes within the
network along with number of hops required to reach to
particular node. Each entry is marked with a sequence
number assigned by the destination node. The sequence
numbers are used to identify stale routes thus avoiding
formation of loops. To maintain consistency in routing table
data in a continuously varying topology, routing table
updates are broadcasted to neighbor’s periodically or when
significant new information is available. In addition to the
time difference between arrival of first and arrival of the best
route to a destination is also stored, so that advertising of
routes, which are likely to change soon, can be delayed. Thus
avoiding the advertisement of routes, which are not
stabilized yet, so as to avoid rebroadcast of route entries that
arrive with node is supposed to keep the track of settling
time for each route, so that fluctuations can be damped by
delaying advertisement of new route to already known as
reachable destination thus reducing traffic. Fluctuating routes
occurs as a node may always receive two routes to a
destination with same sequence number but one with better
Paper ID: 020131542

metric later. But new routes received which take to a
previously unreachable node must be advertised soon.
Mobiles also keep track of the settling time of routes, or the
weighted average time that routes to a destination will
fluctuate before the route with the best metric is received. By
delaying the broadcast of a routing update by the length of
the settling time, mobiles can reduce network traffic and
optimize routes by eliminating those broadcasts that would
occur if a better route was discovered in the very near future.

4. Simulation Tool (Network Simulator 2)
After setting up the platform, software named NS2 was set
up on it which was used for all the analysis and simulation
work apart from other tools used. NS2 is the de facto
standard for network simulation. Its behavior is highly
trusted within the networking community. It is developed at
ISI, California, and is supported by the DARPA and NSF.
NS2 is an object oriented simulator, written in C++, with an
OTcl interpreter as a frontend. This means that most of the
simulation scripts are created in Tcl. If the components have
to be developed for NS2, then both Tcl and C++ have to be
used. NS2 uses two languages because any network
simulator, in general, has two different kinds of things it
needs to do. On the one hand, detailed simulations of
protocols require a systems programming language which
can efficiently manipulate bytes, packet headers, and
implement algorithms that run over large data sets. For these
tasks run-time speed is important and turn-around time (run
simulation, find bug, fix bug, recompile, re-run) is less
important. On the other hand, a large part of network
research involves slightly varying parameters or
configurations, or quickly exploring a number of scenarios.
In these cases, iteration time (change the model and re-run)
is more important. Since configuration runs once (at the
beginning of the simulation), run-time of this part of the task
is less important. NS2 need two languages, such as C++ and
OTcl. C++ is fast to run but slower to change, making it
suitable for detailed protocol implementation. OTcl runs
much slower but can be changed very quickly and
interactively, making it ideal for simulation configuration.
The simulator supports a class hierarchy in C++, and a
similar class hierarchy within the OTcl interpreter. The two
hierarchies are closely related to each other; from the user’s
perspective, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a
class in the interpreted hierarchy and one in the compiled
hierarchy. The root of this hierarchy is the class TclObject.
Users create new simulator objects through the interpreter;
these objects are instantiated within the interpreter, and are
closely mirrored by a corresponding object in the compiled
hierarchy. The interpreted class hierarchy is automatically
established through methods defined in the class TclClass.
User instantiated objects are mirrored through methods
defined in the class TclObject. There are other hierarchies in
the C++ code and OTcl scripts; these other hierarchies are
not mirrored in the manner of TclObject.
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4.1 Network Animator
A
(NA
AM)
NAM is a Tcl//TK based aniimation tool for
N
f viewing neetwork
siimulation tracces and real world
w
packet trace
t
data. Thhe first
sttep to use NA
AM is to prodduce the tracee file. The trace file
shhould containn topology innformation, e.g., nodes, linnks, as
w as packet traces. Usuallly, the trace file is generaated by
well
N
NS2.
During NS2 emulation, user cann produce toppology
coonfigurations,, layout inforrmation, and packet
p
traces using
trracing events in NS2. Wheen the trace fille is generatedd, it is
reeady to be aniimated by NA
AM. Upon starrtup, NAM wiill read
thhe trace file, create
c
topologgy, pop up a window,
w
do layyout if
neecessary and then
t
pause at the time of thhe first packett in the
trrace file. Throough its user interface,
i
NA
AM provides control
c
ovver many aspeects of animattion.
4.2 Trace Graaph
Trace graph is
T
i a free toool for analyzing the tracee files
geenerated by NS2.
N
Trace graaph can suppoort any trace format
f
iff converted to its own or NS
S2 trace formaat. Trace grapph runs
unnder Window
ws, Linux, UNIIX and MAC OS systems.

a. Packet Delivvery Fraction (PDF): Th
he ratio of Data
D
packets
p
deliveered to those generated by
y the sources both
b
(Sending and Receiving Thhroughput bit)).
he time takenn by
b. Routing Loaad (Simulatioon Time): Th
Routing and Delivered
D
packket to reach itts destination.
g a packet too the
c. End to End delay: Delayy in delivering
ds of delay.
destination whhich is inclusiive of all kind
4.3..1 AODV
AO
ODV (Ad Hocc On-Demand Distance Vecctor) is a reacctive
routting protocol that discoveers route on a demand basis,
redu
ucing the unneeded propagation of routin
ng informationn. In
order to discoveer a route to a destination,, the source node
n
broadcasts a routte request pacckage (RREQ)) to all neighbbors,
whiich in turn reecord the sennding address and forwardd the
package to their neighbors. S
Such a processs continues until
u
d
orr an
the route requesst package reeaching the destination
gh route to the
inteermediate noode with a fresh enoug
desttination. The sending addreess is used to thereby estabblish
a reeverse path. Like
L
DSDV, A
AODV uses a sequence num
mber
thatt distinguishess obsolete rouutes from new
w ones and avvoids
the occurrence off routing loops.

ws:
Some of the prrogram featurees are as follow
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

238 2D graphs:
g
Tracee graph suppports drawingg 238
different graphs
g
dependding upon diffferent parameters in
2 Dimensional areas.
12 3D grraphs: Trace graph supporrts 12 graphss in 3
Dimensionns.
Delays, Jitter,
J
processing times, round trip times,
throughput graphs and statistics can be plotted wiith the
help of Traace graph. These are describbed below:
a. Delayy: This is thee delay encouuntered between the
sendiing and receivving of the paccket.
b. Jitter: This is the unnwanted variaation in the ouutput.
t
for a noode to
c. Proceessing Time: The time it takes
proceess the input.
d. Rounnd Trip Time:: The time reequired for a signal
pulsee to travel from
m a specific source
s
to a sppecific
destinnation and bacck again.
Whole nettwork, link andd node graphss and statisticss.
All the ressults can be saaved to text fiiles, graphs caan also
be saved as
a jpeg and Tiff
T any graphh saved in teext file
with 2 or
o 3 columnns can be plotted
p
Scriptt files
processingg to do the anaalysis automattically.

The program does
T
d
have som
me disadvantagges though, suuch as
itt hangs or takees a very longg time while trying
t
to openn large
trrace files. Allso it sometim
mes hangs after
a
displayinng the
grraph in 3D. The reason why this toool was used in the
siimulation worrk is that theree are not too many
m
graph pllotting
toools availablee in the markket. Further, it
i is free andd open
soource and it dooesn’t have a steep learningg curve.
n Result and Analysis
A
4.3 Simulation

Figure 2: Throughput
T
off Receiving Daata (AODV)

Figu
ure 3: Simulation time (AO
ODV)

The simulationns were perfoormed using Network Sim
T
mulator
(N
Ns-2), which is popularlyy used for Ad
A hoc Netwoorking
coommunity. Thhe routing prootocols were compared bassed on
thhe following 3 performancee metrics:
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Figurre 7: End – to – End delay (DSR)
(
Figu
ure 4: End – too – End delayy (AODV)
4.3.2 DSR (Dyynamic Sourcce Routing)
DSR is a reaactive protocool that explorres the conceept of
D
soource routing,, in which thee sequence of nodes compoosing a
rooute ism inforrmed in the header of eachh packet. Hencce, the
soource node ouught to know the complete route to destiination
noodes. All noodes maintainn a route caache that coontains
prreviously idenntified routes.

4.3..3 DSDV (Destination(
-Sequenced Distance-Veector
Rou
uting)
DSD
DV is a tablee-driven routiing scheme fo
or ad hoc moobile
netw
works based on the Belllman-Ford algorithm. It was
dev
veloped by C. Perkins and P
P. Bhagwat in
n 1994. The main
m
con
ntribution of the
t algorithm was to solvee the routing loop
prob
blem. Each enntry in the rouuting table contains a sequeence
num
mber, the sequuence numbers are generally even if a linnk is
pressent; else, an
a odd numbber is used. The numbeer is
gen
nerated by thee destination, and the emittter needs to send
s
out the next updaate with this nnumber. Routiing informatioon is
ween nodes by sendin
ng full duumps
disttributed betw
infrrequently annd smaller incremental updates more
m
freq
quently.

Figure 5:
5 Throughputt of Receivingg Data (DSR)
T
off Receiving Data
D (DSDV)
Figure 8: Throughput

F
Figure
6: Sim
mulation Time((DSR)
Figu
ure 9: Simulattion Time (DS
SDV)
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7. Conclusioon
Thee wireless roouting protocools AODV, DSR
D
and DS
SDV
based on metricss such as Throoughput, Pack
ket Delivery Ratio
R
d End-to-End Delay proviides a classiification of thhese
and
schemes accordinng to the routing strategy (i.e., Table-Drriven
d On-Demand)). We have prresented a com
mparison of thhese
and
two
o categories of routing protocols, highlighting
h
t
their
feattures, differennces, and chaaracteristics. Finally, we have
h
iden
ntified possiblle applications and challeng
ges facing Moobile
Ad--hoc Wireless Networks.
Figu
ure 10: End too End Deliveryy (DSDV)
4.4 Comparisoon of Packet Delivery
D
Ratio (PDR)

Figure 11: PDR in AOD
DV, DSR and DSDV Protoccol

5 Comparrison Result
5.
Table 1: Comparison of
o AODV, DS
SR and DSDV
V

Metricss
Throughput
T
P
Packet
Deliveryy Ratio
E to End Dellay
End

AODV
Meedium
H
High
Loow(<2)

DSR
D
L
Low
Meedium
Meddium(2)

DSSDV
Hiigh
Loow
Highh(>2)

6 Results and
6.
a Discusssion
Our simulationn has comparred and identtifies which one is
O
exxhibiting lesss packet losss among AOD
DV, DSR prrotocol
w
which
belongss to Reactivee protocols family
f
and DSDV
D
prrotocol whichh is a table-ddriven proactivve protocol. In
I this
paaper, the peerformance of
o the three MANET Routing
R
prrotocols suchh as AODV, DSR and DS
SDV was anaalyzed
using NS-2 Simulator. We
W have doone comprehhensive
siimulation resuults of Througghput, Packet Delivery Rattio and
E
End-to-End
Delay over the routing prootocols by varying
v
neetwork size, simulation
s
tim
me. DSDV is suitable for limited
nuumber of noddes with low
w mobility duee to the storaage of
roouting inform
mation in thee routing tabble at each node.
C
Comparing
DS
SR with DSD
DV and AO
ODV protocol, byte
ovverhead in each
e
packet will
w increase whenever neetwork
toopology changges. Since DS
SR protocol uses
u
source routing
r
annd route cachhe. As AODV
V routing prootocol needs to
t find
rooute by on deemand, End-tto-End delay will be loweer than
otther protocolls. DSDV prroduces highh end-to-end delay
coompared to other
o
protocolls. Finally, coomparing the above
thhree routing protocols, DSR
D
is preferrable for mooderate
trraffic with mooderate mobility.
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